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BLM Roundup Plans for South Steens 
Begins September 10, 2022

Beginning September 10, 2022, The Bureau of Land Management will begin to round up 400 wild horses 
from the South Steen herd management area (HMA) in Southeastern Oregon. The round up will conclude on 
September 24th with only about 50 wild horses to be returned to the range. Mares returning to the range will 
receive birth control treatment. The method of capture and removal is via helicopter chase over uneven 
terrain filled with volcanic rock, gulleys, fencing and debris. Captured horses will be taken to the Hines 
long-term holding facility. 
 
The Bureau states removing wild horses from public lands will “reduce over-population;” “protect wild 
horses from starvation;” “prevent rangeland damage;” “reduce climate change;” provide water and forage to 
“other authorized users;” “restore multiple-use relationships on public lands;” and “save taxpayers money.”
 
Who are those “other authorized users” and “multiple-use relationships”? The livestock industry.
 
Under the Bureau’s Livestock Grazing Program, millions of privately owned livestock graze 128 million acres 
of public lands that have no wild horses at all, plus another 27 million acres of designated wild horse Herd 
Management Areas (HMAs). The Bureau allocates livestock as much as 97% of the forage in HMAs where 
wild horse roundups will take place.  The fee to graze one cow and her calf or five sheep is $1.35 per month.

In 2021 the Bureau spent $39.8 million in operational costs to round up wild horses 
and burros, plus $72.3 million annually to care for them, so the agency can collect an 

additional $955,800 per year from cattle and sheep ranchers.  
 
Bureau press releases about roundups don’t say that. They also don’t disclose that:
 
• Bureau rangeland health maps show livestock (not wild horses) deteriorating public rangeland, 
including the specific HMAs where wild horses are blamed and rounded-up. (see side 2)
 
• The Bureau hopes to achieve its goal of reducing the current wild horse and burro population down to 
27,000 and shift the excess forage to public lands ranchers. This would reduce the remaining herds to levels 
well below the population in 1971.  The Wild and Free Roaming Horse & Burro Act of 1971 was enacted to 
protect the " fast and disappearing horses and burros from the American scene." The act stated: "...That 
Congress finds and declares that wild free-roaming horses and burros are living symbols of the historic and 
pioneer spirit of the West."
 
 Scan Code

or go here to visit 
the Bureau Livestock 
Grazing Program online:
https://on.doi.gov/3ctKn39

The terrain found in the South Steens HMA is 
filled with large rocks and downed fencing



 
 
In the South Steens herd management area, Bureau rangeland health data overlaid on satellite map show 
widespread damage (in RED) caused by privately owned livestock in the Steens herd area. Recent Piceance 
and Triple B roundups (in CO and NV) were justified in part by rangeland deterioration that Bureau data show 
are cattle/sheep caused.
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Bureau rangeland health data reflects livestock's large 
footprint across eastern Oregon, especially in setting 
wild horse AMLs (appropriate management levels).
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